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SOME QUESTIONS OF THEORY

al'

ing to the interests of the people.

1) What do we mean by Capitalism and lmperialism?

lmperialism is not merely a policy or set of
policies carried out abroad. As Lenin said, imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism, a
system which exploits and oppresses workers
ahd others within its own borders, as well-as
workers and nations throughout the world. When
we call the Soviet Union social-imperialist we
mean just that. We're saying that.capitalism has
been restored, that the proletariat has been
politically and economicailly ripped off and that a
new bourgeoisie, an imperialist ruling class, is in
command.
People who say that the Soviet Union is

still a
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owned
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still
factories
the land by the collective farms.* But we cannot
simply equate capitalism with the private property of individuals, and socialism with state propertY.

.

Capitalist property can also be "collective", like
corporations, and even take on the for;m of state
property, like the steel industry in Englan(.
Property is capitalist, Marx writes, when it is
based on "the right on the part of the capitalist,
to appropriate the unpaid labor of others or its
product and,. . . the impossibility, on the part of the
laborer, of appropriating his own product." And
state property is socialist only if the state itself is
the property of the working class.
Similarly, it is wrong to identify tlle mere existence of economic planning with so'iialism. The
Soviqt Union has not stopped drawing up FiveYear Plans. But are lhese plans for capitalist or
socialist development of the economy?
For instance, in Western Europe, eight countries (including France, Belgium and England)
have adopted some kind of long-term national
economic planning. However, these plans are
drawn up only to insure the profitability of major
monopolized industries, and merely ref lect
market relations and trends. Socialist planning,
however, is not based on maximizing profits, but
on the all-around development of society accord-

.Teclrnically, the state owns all the land as well,
but the collective farms have the right to use it tn
perpetuity.

Thus, it would be misleading to

def ine

capitalism as simply an economic system based
on individud pr.ivate property and regulated by
the ,unrestricted workings of the market. No.r is
. socialism just a system characterized by .state
ownership of the means of production and regulated by planning. These traditiona] dictionary

definitions are superficial, and inadequate,,
especially when dealing with state rnonopoly
capitalism.

_

To tell whether the Soviet Union is socialist or
capitalist, we must look beneath the surface and
beyond such definitions. We need a firmer understanding :of what is really. meant by these
terms. We will be presenting many facts about
fhe Soviet Union in'this book. But tb really grasp
the significance of these facts, we must operate
within a solid .theoretical framework. Therefore
we must spend some time in briefly summarizing
the fundamental principles of Marxist political
economy.
According to Engels, political economy can be
defined as follows:' "Political economy in the
widest sense, is the science Of the laws governing the production and exchange ol the material
means of subsistence in human society." r While
there are general laws governing the development of society in all- forms and at all stages,

every. system ,'of social production-every
society-has its own particular laws which distinguish that system from all,other social systems.

ln examining a social systern Marxists first
look at the relations of productioi. This teim
describes the relationships that groups oi people
(classes) hqve to the means of production and to
each other. in the process of production. The re-,
lations of production, together with the level of
development of the instruments used in produc-

tion and of the labor force itself (jointly known as
the forces of production), determine the nature
of a given society.
lnitially, the struglle for production in society
appears directly as a struggle against nature. ln
primitive times people were almost powerless
against the tremendoos forces of nature about
whose laws nothing at all was known. Under
such bircumstances, peop"le lived in small communities where they shared what little they could
get by hunting, gathering or herding. At this time

the extremely undevelopeO l6vel of t'he produc.
tive forces dictated the exigtence of primitive
communalist relations of production.

But as production gradually developed, the
for class divisions.'According to the

,
'basis
arose

Mariist-Leninist economist A. Leontiev, ,,The ex_
ploitation of one class by another-that is wfrat
characterizes" the diJfereni stages of Oeveropmeni
of class society. The form-s of exploilation,
however, the methods by rneans of which one
class lives at, the expense of another, change
with a different stages of development.', 2 Relations
9l grgO.u.clion Tly- be stave, r*Jai,-".pitalist or
s_o_cialist,, depending on whether they
are produc_
rng lor their own immediate use or tO exchange
their product for something else, wheth", lh.e;
.work in isolation from each olher
or work together
in large groups, and f inally on whether they organize production themselves, or !lmpty
executel
theorders of others, who do noi work.

-

of each.
However.. capitalists are certainly not

just petty
commodity producers out to make useful things
for others tq buy. They're producing to make a
profit. lnstead of starting out with one commodity
to wind up wiihranother, the capitalist starts out
with money, exchanges it for other commoditiesmachines, materials, etc.-and hires workers (exch,anges rnoney for their labor power)to use these
to produce another commodi!y, his product, which'
he sells for more money than he staried with.
The formula money to commodities to more
money (M-C-M'), which describes the process
outlrned above. reveals how capital 'appears
pnma tacie within the,sphere of circulation,', i that
is, within commodity exchange how the -particular

1

.. Slavery is the most ancient form of exploitation.
i, inu pI"p"iiv oi
the exptoiters. However,. under stavery i;di;;iri;
of wealth is circumscribed within i"tf,"r. i"iro*
tiTft., Feudatism, which devetopea oui ot.stavery,
y11,!-1._"d ,rp9,n controt of the tand by a feia,,
ranotords who thereby managed to dominate
and
u.nder serfdom, the most ."*i" for*-J
feudalism,
virtually own a large mass of peasants. Under both
slavery and feudalism naturail production, prqduc_
tion of goods not intendeo tor.erininje, prevaits.
"Only the gradual development
ot exZrrange un_
dermines the foundations of theie- forms_
of
-'
Under stavery the exptoited ctass

productior,r rel at ons pec
i

:

How is production organized under capitatism?
_
To begin with, in capitalist society, unlike ancient
societies, very, few people grow. their own food,
weave their own cloth, or tan hides to mhke their

carp

!:

buy cars.

This means that capitalist production

is

a

highly developed form of cor1moility production. A
comrnodity is something that is produced for the
sale to someone else, to be.excha;rged for some
other commodity-usually money-rnO not to Oe
difectly used by the person who produces it. For
eramSile, if someone sews a quilt and uses it at
home, it is not a commodity. But if they selt it to
someone else, it is a commodity and is exchanged for another commodity.,C6mmodity production exists under both slavery and teucjaii.sm
but it does not characterize production. under
these systems. "Only under tapitatism Ooe's cbm:
modity production, production for sale, become
the decisive, the predominant form of prbduction." I

u

Ii

ar t-o capi tal i sm emerge.

Capital is not simply the accu,mulation of
money, factories, machines and commodities,
though under capitalism it assumes all these
forms. According to Marx capital 'is a social relatron of prtoduction. /t is a bourgeois production relation, a productioh relation of bourgeois
society." (emphasis in original) lt is this social relation-the purchasB by the capitalist of the
worker's labor power-which allows the capitalist
to transform his money-capital into more.rnoney-

society.r'3

own shoes. lnstead we buy th6Se things from so_
meone else; even the great majority of,farmers buy
the bulk of their food on tfre mart<et. And workers in
an auto plant can't just drive home the
make; they must use the wages they get tor
""r.-tf,"y
maXlni

, But . ho.w,' uniJer,, co,mmoiity' pr,oau'ciio; .0o".
socidty dbt'ermine how many' qqilts to produce
and how many people are needed to produce
them? .And how is it determined whether to produce quilts at all? Under capitalrsm the fate of
commodities on the market determines this. The
blind prbcbss which regulates the chaos of commodity producti6n is known as the law of value.
This,law statds that in general, all commodities on
the market will, in the lbng run, end up selling at a
price determined by t6e amount' of sicially
necessary labor time that goes into the production

capital through

I

the process of

production.

Capital. represents the control by'the capitalist of
the accumulated labor of previous workers as expressed in "a sum of commodities." But 'Capital
does not consist in accumulated labor serving

living labor as a means for new production. i-t
consists in living labor serving accumulated labor
as a means for maintaining and multiplying the
exc-hange value of the latter.":
Thus, capitalist society is divided into two great
c/asses: the capitalist class, or bourgeoisie, who
'hqve a virtqal monopoly on the
ownership of the
means.of productionr do no usef ul work, bu! use

the state-police, army, courts,
bureaucracies,

etc.-to

prisons,

keep the majority of pegple
in line; and the working ,class, or proletariat, who

own no means of production and have no real

political power but do all the work.
. ln order to live, the dispossessed proletarian
must sell his labor power-his ability to work-for
money, with which he can buy the necessitied of
life. This exchange of labor power for a wage is
a commodity exchahge, the most basic commodity exchange of capitalist society, and the
one which sets capitalism apart from all other

'
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modes of production. As Lenin pointed out: "By
capitalism is meant that stage of development of.
commodity production at which not only the products of human labor, but human labor power
itself becomes a commodity." s
The capitalist pays out a wage and in exchange he puts the worker to doing whatever
work will make the most money, or profit, for the
capitalist. lf there is no possibility of making a
profit, the capitalist will not hire the worker or
will lay off those already employed. Their survival
is a matter of indifference to him.
It is the capitalist who decides what the nature
of work will be. He can shift you from one line to
another, from one .iob to anothpr, and even from
one plant to another. He determines what will be
produced, in what number, and he appropriates
what the worker produces and sells it as his product. Although trade unions, contracts and the
like can moOity details, this basic relationship
between capitalist and worker is not and cannot
be changed as long as the capitalist class rules
the state and owns the means of production.
The labor power which the worker sells is really a special kind of comhodity. Unlike machines,
raw materia[s or any other commodity, labor
power actually creates val'ue as it is used. lf you
buy an apple and eat it, you have pqid money for
it but you don't make any n\ore money by eating
it. The same is true of raw materials and
machinery used up in production. Btit when the
capitalist buys the worker's labor power and puts
it to work, new products are created, worth not
only the value of the machinery and raw
materials used up and the value of the wages
paid out, but also an extra amount of value
besides.

This is because it takes less than eight hour:s
to produce the value equal to your labor powerth€ value, in money terms, necessary for you to
work and reproduce new generations of workers.
So during,that eight hours, you are working part
of the time for yourself-that is, you are' producing enough value to cover your wages-and part
of the time you are crealing new value for the
capitalist for which you get nothing in exchange.
Part of the work day is paid labor, and part is unpaid.

The value produced during the unpaid part of
the work day is surp/us value-value produced by
the workers above and beyond the value they
need to maintain and reproduce their labor
power. lt is thiS surplus value, produced by the
workers but appropriated by the qapitalists, which
"gives to the accumulated labor a greater value
than it oreviously possessed." e
It is the creation of surplus vatue by the workers
and the appropriation of this value in Various forms
by the capitalist c/ass, to be disposed of according
to the needs and desires of that class, which is the
distinguishing feature of the capitalist system. lt pets
it apart from all other socia/ sysfems, especially
socialism, which is not based on the exploitation ot
man by man, and which r's a transition stage to

communism,'which will mean the elimination

of atl

c/asses.

Through competition-Ihrough its fits and starts
and the gobbling up of weaker firms by the
stronget:, especially in its inevitable and recurring
periods of intense crisis-capitalism develops the
means of production into a giant, highly concentrated and centralized-truly social-instruments.
Under the impact of this development labor; too,
becomes increasingly socialized. One individual
can no longer master the whole process of production{he collective worker, comprising many individuals of varying skills working at specific tasks
,

in cooperation with each other in large-scale en-

terprises, is born.

But appropriation remains private, in the hands
of a class of non-productive owners making up a
very small percentage of the population and living
parasitically off the great majority of society. The
appropriation by this class of productsof value produced by socialized labor forms the basic contradiction of capitalism, and is the barrier to unrestricled development of production. lt is the basis
of the chaos and suffering of the people under this
system.
The bourgeoisie (capitalist class) is driven by this
contradiction to constantly try to wring more and
more surplus value from the workers. This is not
because individual capitalists are just greedy.
Rather, capitalism is based on the fact that each
capitalist must try to maximize his profit gained
from the production and sale of the commodities, that isi from the exploitation of the
, working class. No alternative is left to the
capitalists because private appropriation on the
basis of commodity production and exchange
makes rational, all-sided planning and .cooperation to develop society impossible. Things which
may be needed by the people Will not be produced unless their production brings profit to
capitalists; and the capitalists' investmept must
be directed to wherever they calculate the rate of
profit to be highest.
By intesitying the exploitation of the workers,
the capitalist will be able to lower the exchange
vatue of his product, undercutting any. capitalist
who does not do the same. lf the capitalist did
not try to nnaximize his profit he would be unable
to makeprofit at all and would be wiped out and /or
gobbled up by competing capitalists. Thus the
capitalists always try to keep wages down (to
depress them bglow the value of labor power), and
to lengthen the working day. They lay off workers
ayrd speed-up those kept on-all to increase the
amouRt of unpaid labor over paid. They must do
this to continue to survive as capitalists.
The relentless drive to maximiz6 surplus value
forces the capltalist class, in Marx's words, "to
develop thd productive forces as if only the
absolute power of the consumption of the entire
society would be their limit." '0 Yet capitalism can
only expand production unevenly, without order
and with little regard for where the economy as a
whole. is headed. Even as the capitalists expand

'fise9
production they are forced, in the dog-eat-dbg,
world of the profit motive, to i'ncrease the shar-e
of produition which they appropriate as profit.
Once again this is not due to greediness on their
part. ln fact relatively little of the surplus value
appropriated by the capitalists is, consumed by
them (though they'certainly indu.lge in wastef Lrl
and. decadent personal consumption, reflecting
their parasitic role in society). Most is re-invested
in further production for the creation of even
more surpluS value. This is also something which
the capitalists are forced to do by the need to
maximize profit.
. As the capitalists take greater and greater
Shares of production in the form of surplus
value, the relative capacity of the workers to, con-.
sume what has been produced\ must diminish.'
The working class, the majority of the population,
and the main consumers of the goods they produce, cannot bqy back what they have produced
and goods start'rotting on the shelf.
Moreover, the situatio.n is made worse by the
fact that the contradiction between private appropriation of wealth by the capitalists and social
, production by the workers has left the economy
in a state,of unplanned anarchy. The capitalists
have only organized production of what is pro,
fitabl& and not what the workers need or ean
purchase. The bad effects of such crises may,
under- certain fhvorable conditions fbr the
rcapitdlists, be temporarily lessened through
"artificially induced inflationary demand" (like increased government spending).- But the basic
contradictioh between the social character of
'production and the private appropriation of the
values produced cannot be eliminaled without a
proletarian revolution.
The key to all this is the fact that the organizatibn of production, and .the links between different sectors of production, as well as between
production and consumption, are all determined
by tte laws of commodity iroductiOn, the law of
value and the taw of producing profit for a nonproductive minority of society.This, as we will see
later, is a crucial point in r.inderstanding the
operation of state monopoly bapitalism in the
Soviet Union.
.Through successive crises, in which weak
capitalist enterprises go to the wall and are gobbled up by the strong; and through the restless
drive of each.capitalist to expand his capitdl, the
system begins to change its form. Once characterized by numerous .competing firmq owned by'
individual capitalists, capitalism turns into its opposite-a system characterized by a few giant
monopolies in each major branch of production,

in which the "collective"

corporate form of
,ownership predominates. This stage of ,capitalist
development, which began as early as the 1870s
bUt became the dorninant form in a few deVeloped countries at the turn of this oentury, is

called monopoly capitalism, or imperialism.
lmperialism remains a system- of wage labor,
with the extraction of surplus value as its basis
.

and goal. lt is the highest and final stage of
capitalism. lt has fiqg main features which distinguish it from the earlier form of "competitiVe
caPitalism"; tt
11) The dominance of monopdies in the maior in:
dusfrles of a country. lmperiatism and monopoly
capitalism are one an-d the same.
12) The merginQ together of industrial capital and
bank capital into finance papital, as the dominant
forn of capital and investment.
13) The export by the big monopoties of capitat:
either money, in the foim of longlerm loans and inyestmenfs, or physical capital, such as factories,
machines, etc. This export of capital, international
investment---necesslfated by the fact thaf"i'the
monopolies apprbpriate huge amounts of surplus
which they cannot profitably invest within their "own
borders"-replaces trade of finished goods as the
main form of capitalist economic relatioinship with
other countries. This is another reason , why
monopoly capitalism and imperialism.are one anb
the same.
14) The formdtion of international cartels between
the big monopolies of various imperialist countries.
These cartels seek to divide up the world market
betweei their . mempers on the basrs of their
respective economic sttength and to keep prices up
by .suppressing competition. However, like ail
thieves, their members eventualty fall out with each
other, and their agreements are always breaking
apart.

(5).And finally, since the territorial division of the
world by the big capiialist powers is completed, the
various imperialist countries struggle against each
other to redivide the world. Ihis ls why imperialism
inevitably produces wars.

The dominance of f inance capital and ,the
:growing export of capital give , qualitatiVely
g!'eater importance to those capitalists whose
commodity is money-capital itself- T.hese finance
capitalists lend out money capital on which they"earn'i interest-their cut of the surplus value appropriatefl from the exploitation of the working
class in production. The finance capitalists are
thus able to control and exploit without direct
and total ownership of the means of productiod.
At first,under capitalisr.4, banks were intermediary credit institutiorfs. They took capital
(in money form) from capitalists whocould not at
the moment make use of it themselves, and from
the petty bourgeoisie and a small segment of
better-paid workers in the form of .6avingS, and
gave capital to those capitalists who needed it
and could make use of it in production at the
time.

But with the further development of capitalism,
'banks, just as industrial ent6rprises, uniie, theii
size and tdrnover continually increase and they
accumulate trernendous amounts of capital. The
grlatbr part of this belongs, in principle, to
others, but the bank's oWn capital grows, too.
With such accumulations of capital at their dis-.
posal, the bankers come into closer contact with
the industrialists they 'serve and a merger

,

,\

.

. r
between the two takes place. Bankers become
induStrialists, while industrialists open banks.
Finance capital is bgrn.,
- For example, in California the Bank'of America
became the world's laigest bank in part through
its inVestment in a'griculture. Though the Bank's
own land holdings are quite small, its indirect
control of f ield production obtained initially
through loans makes it a major force. Bank of
America representatives now sit on the boards of
agricultural f irms, canneries and supermarket
chains, as well as,many otlrcr corporate interests.,

And with capital accumulated from such

en-

deavgrs the Bank invests additional capital in new

areas of production. Much of this investment is
sent abroad where opportunities to extract surplus value are greater. This investment may at
first take'the form of interest-earning loans, but
as in the domestic economy such loans soon
yi'etO a growing measure of control. This control
can be quite adequate as a substitute for dtrect
ownprship, althougrh the latter form is also very
important. This is what we refer to as the export
of capital.
All this lays the groundwork for collective
ownership on the basis of capitalist relations of
production. ln Lenin's words, "scattered
capitalists are transformed into a single collective
capitalist."r2 However, such collectivity cannot
transcend the anarchy of capitalist production,
because each collective unit--each corporation
or monopoly-aqts according to its own individual interests. Hence small groups of finance
Capitalists, organized' on a collective, but still
privaterbasis in banks and corporations, Qan control directly or: indirectly the whole.economy, but
capitalism will continue to develop unevenly and
chaotically under their rule. As we shall see,
within the Soviet Union the state acts in a very
similar way to such classic finance capitalists,
only with even greater monopoly control. And
upon examination, Soviet "foreign aid" turns out
to be good old imperialist capital export, even
though major Soviet projects abroad often do
not involve direct - ownership of the assets
created.

Keeiling this i.n mind, we can see that the notion of imperialism as big industrial nations ripping off underdeveloped raw material-producing
nations through trade is fundamentally incorrect.

So is the notion that imperialism is simply a
policy favored by .the nastier sectors of the

capitalist class, and not a structural necessity of
capitalism at a certain stage of its development.
Further, vyhile the ripping off of raw materials
from other countries, especially the underdeveloped, agrarian eountries, is an important
aspect of imperialism, this is not the essence of
imperialism.
It is the unquenchable thirst for more profit
I that makes capitalists move factories from one
iegiorl-<r country-to another, where they can
pay lower wages, force workers to labor longer
and harder, extract raw rnaterials cheaply and
sell their product5 dearly. lmperialism does not
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do away with an/ of the internal contradictions
of capitalism. lt raises them to a more intense
level and spreads them around the

world, ,i

.

lmperialist cartels and'superpower alliances
"for the ending of conflicts and the preventi6rl of
new crisis-fraught situations" (to quote Leonid
BrOzhnev's 1973 TV address to the American
people) are fundamenteillli unstable. Tfrey cannot
end competitron between different capitals or
guarantee peace, because the essence of
capitalism is the driye to get maximum profits-.
by any.means necessary. Contradictions between
the imperialists have already led to two. world
wars in this century. But the contradictiqns
. bdtween imperialism and the peoples and nations
it oppresses, and between the imperialist
bourgeoisie and the . p'roletariat, lead to , a
worldWide struggle against imperialist rule, and
inevitably to thb victory of prolgtarian revolution
and socialism.
,2) What.Do We Mean by Socialism?

Only socialist revolution can eliminate the
and misery caused by the
capitalist system. Socialism resolves the basic
contradiction of capitalism by doing away with
the private ownership of the means of produ,ctlon
and the private appr:opriation of the .surplus produced by the collective, socialized labor of the
a.narchy, destruction

, working people.
Undellsocialism prof it i5 no longer the aim 9!
production. Production is for use, for the benefit
of the masses of laboring people and not for the
enrichment of a small class of privileged do'
riothings. Under socialism the means of'productiort no longer have the character of capital-that
is, they 'are not controlled by a small class of
capitalists who, to increase their wealth and
power, must brutally exploit the workrng classand although work'ers still receive wages their
labor power is no longer a commodity sold on
the market to exploiters who then use it for the
sole purpose of maximizing profit
. Socialism enable,s people to solve problems
which under capitalism seemed insoluble; to
build things which under capitalism couldn't be
built. Low-cost housing, for example, an "unprofitable" investment under capitalism, can be a
. priority under socihlism. Health care, big business for the cap,italist drug companies and
hospitals and a horror for the people, is a wellfunded and beneficial public service in socialist
society. And there is no need under socialism for
public transportation to "pay for itself" with outrageous fares in order to stay in operatiop (as in
San Frarlcisco's BART and New York's Transit
Authority). Under socialisrn a[l tne social wealth
produced by, the workers can be brought
togethqr, so t-o speak, in "one pot" and then allocated according to the overall needs'and development of soclety, as much as possible independent of the current profitability of any
given investment..
Socialism puts the needs. and interests of the
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working class first: all society is oriented to serving the laboring, people. ln a capitalist system
cut-throat competition is the fundamental law,
but under socialism cooperation ind the ideals
of equality and fraternity can be encouraged and

developed.

,

But, as Lenin wrote, "socialism is inconceivable unless the proletariat is the ruler of the
state." The seizur,e of stat-e power by the working
class and the establishment of a dictatorship of
the proletariat is the first and'most decisive step
along the socialist road. Only then can the state,
ruled by the working class, take possession of
the means of production and abolish the profit
system. Only then can the wealth created by the
workers be controlled and utilized collectively by
society, through the stdte, instead of going :into
the pockets of the bourgeoisie as capital.

But accordihg to. Marx ahd Engels, the
establishment of socialist society does not iust
mean social ownership of the means of pioduc'tion. To them socialism means mLrch more. They
define socialism as a system based .on the.abolition of wage labor itself.
ln a society without wage labor, the relations
of
must reflect the total mastery of
-theproduction
direct producers . over all the productive
forces. Among other things, this means that the
pioducts of labor are no longer commodities"products of the labor of private individuals or
groups of individuals who carry on their work independently of each other." Production and distribution are no longer regulated to any degree
by the blind taw of value, but solely through conscious social decision.
ln Anti-Duhring, Engels tells us .that under
socialism the amount and types of goods to be
produced are determined directly, on the basis of
an erraluation of their usefulness to society and
the labor time necessary forr their production,
"without the intervention of .the famous 'value'."
The fact that the -workers control the state and
therefore own the means of production is the
most fundamental and necessary precondition
for acquiring this mastery.
As Lenin pointed out, nationalization does not
mean socialization. For a more fully developed
socialism to be built, the dictatorship of the proletariat_must in time change the whole organization and purpose of production, so that the
material and cultural standards of the people can
be constantly raised, ahd the role of the working
class and socialist principl.es can be
strengthened. Through planning, the proletarian
state must begin to break down the separation of
the wotkers from the exercise of direct control
over _the producttve forces, a separation which
characterizes all commodity production. lt must
also break down the relative isolatton of the producers from one another.
Sociaiism, then, is really a tong period of
transition from capitalism, the most highly developed stage of bommodity production and of
class society, to .commqnism which represents
the complete overcomin6i of all vestiges of com-

modity economy and of all class distinctions.
Within this transition there are, of course, different stages.

Throughout the transition process, the workers
themselves have to begin playing an evergrowing role in organizing and directing the process of production at the plant level. And at the

national level,' the workers must come to
participate in and lead the whole planning process. Only in this way can the separation of the
worker from the ownership and contro1 of the
means of production-which is the very essence
of wage-labor-be ended in more than a formal
or' juridical fashion.

ln

language,

we refer to

"r"ryjry
societies
-the which have taken the step

those

pf overthrow-

capitalist class, estabtisnlng the proletarran dictatorship - and instituting state
ownership of the mean-s of production and planning, as "socialist." When we do thls we are
ing

following the lead of Lenrn who said that the use
of "the term Socialist Soviet Republic implies the
determination of Soviet power to achieve the
transition to socialism, and not that the new
economic system is recognized as a socialist order."
ln the Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin, the
determination to buiJd a full socialist society lay
at the heart of the Communist Party's political
line and of the policies pursued by the slate, just
as this determination continues to guide policy in
countries like China today. But in nonei of these
countries do things today match up to the
description of a fully developed socialist society
found in the wbrks of Marx and Engels, in part at
least because the transforniation of small-scale
commodity production, which was very
widespread in these countries at the time the proletariat seized power, into large sca.le socialized
production has proved to be a long and complex
procpss, marked by stages and by intense class
stru$gle at every stage!
ln all socialist societies established so far,
money, rather than the direct calculation of
social labor time, continues lq be the chief
means by which goods are evaluated ,and distributed- Monetary value and physical magnitudes
(weight, length, etc.) are usbd by the state planners to allocate resources and measure production. And not only do workers still receive money
wages, but the stage allocates the means of production to its enterprises as money credits. For
example, a steel mill won't get its iron ore, coal
or new blast furnaces delivered to its door by the
state; it receives a grant or credit of so much
money for their purchase, along with instructions
on the quantities and types to be obtained.
Further, although all major industrial production units are owned by the state, they each continue to have a separate "legal personality" in
the eyes of lhe law. ln line with this, as we indicated above, they have a certain degree of
financial autonomy, and are generally expected
to cover costs with sales, and even to show a

.,r'.'i:;.li: : ':".,..i
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profit."
',
j,

i'

where the dictatorship of the proletariat is in
pqwer, societies which we call socialist, the law
of value.continues to operate in a somewhat
limited manneJ. What conclusions shpuld we

draw from this?
!
Tlie bourgeoisie says that this pioves that
Marxism is all wet, and socialism an impossible
daydream. They claim that capitalism.is the only

system under which modern industry cal

' And for certain idealistic "radicals'1, the "6x' istence
of any market forms is a sign of full- blbwn capitalism,
despite the fact that exploita-

tion occurs at the point of production and not in
the market place. They conclude that the revolution was either a failure or betrayed. /
The Soviet social-imperialists, as one might,.expect, take basically the same line as the U.S. and
other bourgeoisie, dressing it up with all sorts of
'lMarxist-style" doubletatk. Turningj to tne pages
of Pravda, we read that "'Commodity,' 'money;r'
'price,' 'profit,' . . . aie inherent in socialist production relations, are inalienably connected with

,

them.l'

',

'
'

'

However, .they caution, we must not get confused: "Under socialism we are speaking of a law
of commodity-money relations;. and of a law .of
valud, with a social content and role altogether
different from those under capitalism, of a law of
value and commodity relations the like of which
has never existed in history." According to the
Soviet .revisionist economisi S. Pervushkin, "The
entry of our country into the period of the comprehensive building of cornmunism is marked by
a broadening rather than by a curtailing of the
sphere of operation of value categories within
the country and rn relations between countries." t:
'Now Marx was very clear that "economic
categories are only the abstract expresslons of '
these actual (production) relations, and these expressions remain true only when the relations qrxist."rr So the fact that a society calling itself
gocialist still calls upon market categories in ordering its economy means that the old capitalist.
relations of production have not been completely
rbplaced.
ln fact, the actual market itself is really just one
aspect of a much broader system of capitalist

production relations. This system includes as
well the old division of labor inherited from
thousands

of

years

of

commodity production.

Marx and Engels always argued that some
division of labor was necessary in all social pro-

duction, but that'division of labor which places
some people-managers, technicians, plannersin positions of authority, direction and control,
over others is a socially determined division of

'However, this profit is not figured as a percentage of total ihvested capi.tal, as it is .in capitalist societies and in the Soviet
Union today, but Simply as the difference between the actual
cost incurred by the state in producing the product and its stateset wholesale price.

'..l.lr

i...

labor: in the long run, it is not necessary. lt ex.
ists only as the product of, humanity's division in-'
to class society. Socialism inherits this division ot
labor from capitali'sm and seeks to eliminate it.
The new socialist relations described by Marx
and Engels cannot be established at the stroke
of a pen. The final triumph of socialist relations
comes frpm a process which takes time and conscious struggle, ola6s struggle. lt cornes from a
long process of constant strengthening of the
dictatorship of the proletariat; of gradual,ly,
steadily increasing thq
power the workers
themselves halre over 'society. lt is not the
automatic by-producl of developing the forces of
produclion. As Mao Tsetung has said, "Potitical
work is the lifeblood of all oconomic work." 15
The exploitation of man by rnan has always
rested on prirrate control over the means of production. Through genuine socialization, the effective abolition of wage labor and the constant
,strengtheninE of the political and social power of
the working class-of the dictatorship of the proletariat-a socialist society caq bring this exploitation to a final end. But only under communism, when the divisions between mental and
manual labor, between workers and peasants and
tovyn and country have broken down,and the
socialist principle of distribution "to each according,to his work" has been replaced by distribution according tp need, can all social inequality (as opposed to individual differences,

_

which always exist) disappear.

summary, '

the continuing presence of
capitalist production relations under socialism
provides an objective basiq for the restoration of
capitalism, but, this does not indicate that the
ecenomy, and the society, is capitalist. We can
say that socra/ism exisfs where the working class
actually holds state power, where the sphere of
operation of the law of value is being reduced to the
ln,

maximum degree permitted by economic and political
realities, where the initiatiue of the working clais in developing new relations of production including a new
division of tabor is actively fostered by Party and state,

and where the revolutionary transformation of all
aspects of society is vigorouity carried out under the
leadership of the v1orking c/ass and its Communist
ParU.

3) How Did the Working Class Build Socialism in
the Soviet Union?
ln the Soviet Union,. under Stalin, as in the genuine socialist qountries today, market categories
did not play a central role in regulating the state
economy. ln decis,ions regarding production and
investment,: the role of 'prices was minimal, and
'the prices themselves were set to reflect political
priorities and hot.,actual costs. (For, instance,
between 1947, and.1950:prices of basic consumer
goods were reduced by about 40%!) Similarly, real output-hoW, rnuch: ,enterprise actually produced measured in quantitative; not money-value
terms-not piofit, was the key indicator of enterprise.success in fultilling its planned obligations.
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The workers knew that they were working for
themselves. The Soviet Constitution of 1936 put
forth the principle, "he who does not work,
neither shall he eat'i which made it illegal to live
on unearned income, in other words, off the
labor of others. .lt guaranteed every citizen the
right to work. Ihe Plan turned this promise into
a reality by,its phenomenal development of industry, and continued to assure full employment
by determining the size of the work force dnd expeqted level of productivity for each enterprise.
By 1930, it was possible to shut down the last
labor exchange in the Soviet Union.
Of course, when a construction 'project was
completed, or; when technical progress warranted, workers could be laid off. But such workers
were always reassigned according to plans set by
central authority under Party leadership.
When we examine what tife is like for workers
in the Soviet Union today, a very different picture
emerges. One of its "highlights'i is the reemergence of. the free labor market: labor exchangeTunemployment offices going under the
fancy names of 'lBureaus for ihe Utili'zation oi
Manpower Resources" have been established in
80 cities. The so-called reforms in ptanning and
martagement introduced , by Brezhnev and
Kosygin have made a mockery of the Soviet
Constitution's guarantee of work for all. But
that's okay, the Constitution itself ip s.cheduted
for "revisicin", too.
The position of working people in the Sbviet
Union under the dictatorship of the proletariat
was not simply more secure. As the workers
began to see themselvps as masters of society,
new attitudes towahds work emerged-mass movements to raise the productivity of labor began to
arise spontaneously. Under Lenin and Stalin
these mass movements were popularized and
spread by the Communist Party. :.
During the Civil .War following the Revolution
and in the early 1920s, the "first tender shoots of
communism", as Lenin called them, appeared in
the form of the communist Spbbotniks (com-

munist Saturdays). These were initiated

by

workers on the Moscow-Kazan Railway, together
with Party members and sympathizers, who gave
up their day off to work for free. Soon they were
joined by non-Party workers from many different
branches of production. Although the work was
unfamiliar to many and poorly organized, the
productivity of the Subbotnik workers was from
two to three times higher than. normal! From
Moscow, the movement spread throughout
Flu*sia.

The 1930s saw a second sirontaneo.us move-

ment arise among the workers-the famous
Stakhanovite movement. While the bourgeoisie
(who has experience with these things) ilaims
that Stakhanovism was a speed-up attempt
maSked by proletarian rhetoric, nothing could be
further from the truth. lt was not initjated from
the top, with the aid of time-study men and "efficiency experts", but by a rank-and-file coal miner

'f

rom the Donetz Basin" Alexei

Stakhanov.

Stakhanov scientificaily analyzed his own job, re-

organized the coal cutting procedure, and waq
able to increase his output fourteen timesJwith
no additronal physical exertion. Almost before his
achievement had been publicized, other workers in various industries began to emulate him, often
working in teams to study and modify the work
in question. ln general, the Stakhanovite workers
eagerly taught their improved techniques to
fellow workers.
The Stakhanovite movement was not only a
struggle fot production, it was a class struggle as
well. Stalin remarked in the early days of. the
movement that "to a certain degree the
Stakhanovite movement was conceived and
began to develop against the will of plant
management, even in struggle with it. Management at that time did not help the Stakhanovite
movement but opposed it." rn
This opposition was based on a fear of rocking
the.boat-:"-the managers not only wanted to,keep
production quotas low (and therefore easy to
fulfill), but to maintain the old bourgeois division
of labor between mental and manual work, organization and execution. Until the facts overwhelmdd them, they insisted that the tried-andtrue methods prescribed by the production
engineers were the only correct way of doing

,

things. They were unwilling to pccept the
evidence that production could be better organized, and socialism developed faster and
more fully,, by relying on the rank and file

workers, rather lhan relying on experts.
Thus, "the Stakhanov movement arose and developed as a movement coming from below." 17
This is precisely what gave the movement such
great significance and why it represented an important step in the process of eliminating the distinction between mental ,' and manual labor.
However, there were also bertain weaknesses in
the campaign. First of all the movement perhaps
put too much emphasis on the granting of
material incentives to Stakhanovites, who were
sometimes rewarded with bonuses and 7or higher
salaries foi increases in production. Not only did
this tend to cultivate bourgeois ideas of selfinterest among the Stakhanovites thqmselves, but
also had the effect of setting the more advanced
Stakhanovites. apart from the masses of workers.
In a few instances this even created a certain
degree of hostility toward the Stakhanov movement among the workers
Secondly, the Stakhanovites thernselves were
often plucked out of production and sent to
technical institutes and universities for further
training and education. This did represent a certain rational use of talent and ability, but to some
extent it also tended to defeat the very purpose
of the movement, which- was to begin breaking
down the distinction between experts and the i
masses. Given the conditionS of the times this
was in part unavoidable, but a serious error was
made in not re_cognizing that the advancement of
Stakhanovites to off icial, positions changed their'
objectiVe position in society.
,
,
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These weai<nesses do not, hbwever, alter the
roverwhelming positive character of the
Stakhanovite movement, which represented a
great advance in, the class struggle and not, by
ahy means, "speed-upo' or "biiOery" as im'perialist, Trotskyite'and revisionist slander tries to

portray it.
Worker initiative and class struggle also took
less spectacular forms during the- period of the
Soviet dictatorship of the proletariat. While factory discipline was tight, the authority of the
management -.could be-and often waschallenged on the basis of proletarian politics in
plant-wide pr:oduction conferences. Led by.Party
activists, the workers would expose inefficiency
and corruption, concealed equipment and
falsified output data. The directors dreaded these
highly'political mass meetings.
A revealing account of one such production
conference, called to discuss the quotas assigned to the plant by the Plan, was .$iven to a
U.S. "Sovietologist", Joseph Berliner, by a former
' Soviet professor o,f commercial law and industrial
management who had taken the capitalist road
into exile in Germany after WW 2 (if he had stuck
around a tew'years more, he probably would
have made it big!):

-All the worketrs, all are called to the produbtion
conference. And then begins the so-calted 'counter-

t'
I.
L

':

planning' in a very crude form, which quickly ends
in a fiasco. They read otf the plan. Here, our chiet
administration has given us such and such information, such.and such indices, of course we have to
, meet them, we all understand that fhis hds fo be
done. Thus, the agitation proceeds further. fnis ,iue
have to !o, we have to fulfill and overfulfilt. 'l hope

that some of the workers-thrs is sald by some
a represe.ntative of the Party organization-'will bring forth counter-proposals.' Now everyone wants to manifest his 'activity.' some 'butterfly', some milkmaid gets up in hei place and says 'l
think we should promise Comrade Stalin to over-,
fulfill by 100 per cent.' She takes no account of
materials, no account of supply. Then a second
stands up and says 'We should all promise 10A per
, cent and I personally promise 150 per cent!' ln
short, it piles up higher and higher, and the
engineers and eaonomists scratch .their heads.
engineer or

Neyerfheless, this ls called 'counter,planning', a
manifestation of the new socra/lst morality and
higher- sociatist enthusiasm. Alt thrs goes to ihe top
and there, you understand, there is confusion,
downright confusion,' a complete muddle." rB
ln this passage it is difficult to tell what is more
striking: the.enthusiasm shown for socialism by
these working people, their willingness to
shoulder increasing responsibility, or tl-re contempt heaped upon them by the renegade "expert."
_ Actually, however, some of the basic contradictions of Soviet socialism are laid bare here. From
.one point of view, this scoundrel had a point.
Without careful consideration of such technical
and material faciors as raw materials supply, the

11

Soviet economy could go nowhere. And, in fact,
overfulfillment by such huge amounts-even if
possible--just might be bad for the society as a
whole. (But, of course, it could also be a needed
corrective to the stodgy conservatism of
managers and planning administrators.)
ln short, ryorker enthusiasm by itself was not
enough. Until the workers were themselves capa-.
ble of collectively gaining the skills and developing the forms appropriate to the management of
a' complex industrial economy-something they
were and still are fully capable of developing, no
matter what elitist bourgeois cynics may sayuntil then, they would be dependent on such experts.

One response to thls problem was to train new
and more politically conscious experts from the
ranks of the workers. This was certainly good,
but even these "proletarian experts" continued
to occupy a position objectively different frorn
and above the working, class-essentially. the
same petty bourgeois position as the old experts,
irrespective of the subjective desires to serve the
people these new "proletarian experts" no doubt
had. Of course, th[s contradiction, and the mentalTmanual contradiction in general, cannot be
eliminateO'tor a long time, but measures must be
taken to do this step by step, and at all stages
ideological struggle and mass supervision of ex'perts must be developed to deal with this problem.

ln Soviet society under the proletarian dictatorship, the old division of labor was not fully.
overcome and a new division of labor had not
yet been fullyr developed. (The very existence of
th'ese production conferences, however, shows
that at least. this was beginning.) Much stress
was placed on limiting the sphere of operation of
the law of value and the market and, in fact,
there was a tendency, particularly during the 30s,
for plarlning authorities to act as if the law of
value could be completely disregarded, an ultra"Left" error which Stalin later criticized. te But at
th,e same time, relatively less. emphasis was
placed on developin$ a n6w division'of labor. ln
other words, capitalist relations of production
continued to exist in the Soviet Union. We shall
return to this problem in more detail shortly.

4) llow Can

Capitalism

Socialist Country?

Be Restored in

a

How is it possible for a socialist colntry, a
country where, the workers have seized state
power under the leadership of a Commun.ist Party, to revert,to capitalism?
The answer is iomplicated, but lies in the fact
that socialism doesn't drop from the sky. lt
comes into being through revolution to overthrow
capitalis! society, but, as Marx writesin the Critique
of the Gotha Programme. it is "in every respect,
economically, morally and intellectually, still
stamped with the birth marks of the old society."

Socialist countries exist in a world where the
capitalists have not given up their quest for
wealth and power. The old exploiting classes

i.

,,
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cannot be expected to quietly submit to the loss;
of their political power and property. They will try
to regain them through armed counterrevolution. And they will inevitably find foreign
imperialist governments as allies.
History shows there is nothing naive about the
importance of safeguarding the socialist .state
against attempts to violently overthrow it. Durin-g
the first three years of Soviet power,. the armies
of nearly all the imperialist powers, among them
the.U.S., who had profited greatly.from their investments in old Flussia, linked up with former
tsarist $enerats to terrorize the countryside..After
their defeat, a vicious economic blockade was
enforced and the possibility of renewed military
intervention could never be ignored. Twenty
years later the Soviet Union had to face and beat
back a full-scale Nazi invasion.
But experience has shown that capitalism has
more weapons than guns at its disposal. As Mao
Tsetung warned, at a time when the protrac.ted
war of the Chinese people was rapidly . approaching final victory in 1949, "lt has been prbved that the enemy cannot conquer us by force
of arr.ns", but "There may be some Communists
who were not conquered by enemies with guns
and were worthy of the name of heroes for
standing up to these enemies, but who cannot
withstand sugar-coated bullets, they will be defeated by sugar-coated bullets. We must guard
against such a situation." 20
Old bourgeois ideas don't instantly vanish under socialism, particularly the first commandrnent
of capitalist society-"Look out for yourself
good.old No. 1." This idea is pushed on us from
childhood by bourgeois education and culture,
and is re-enforced by the daily scramble to survive. lt exists not only among the bourgeoisie,
but among all classes, including the working
class as well (as any worker who has had to tight
scabs crossing a picket line can testify).
Bourgeois ideology remains a powerf ul
weapon for capitalist restoration in a socialist
society and must be fought by mass action and

the masses of people to organize production and
society in geheral on the basis of scientific understanding of how society,develops) and new
methods in all the institutions of socibty.
Such struggte took place on'a vast scale in
China during the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. This struggl6 also took place earlier
in the Soviet Union under Stalin's leadership, but
its importance was not as fully recognized and
the same kind of mass forms for unfolding the
struggle were not developed. Socialism in tfre
USSR, the first socialist'state, had to break totally
new ground, and all the tried and established
lnethods of gettu'rg things done were inherited
from thq bourgeoisie. To the degree that they
went unchatlenged and unchanged, they slowly
but surely weakened the proletarian character of
the. state. and the €ocialist nature of the
economic base. And this created the subjective
conditions for a more or less peaceful regtoration
of capitalism
"Thb easiest way to capture a fortress is from
within"-as was pointed out in the History of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Unioh, pu.blished i4
1939 under the direct supervision of Stalin.2'As
our next chapter points out, the implications'of
this were not fully gr.asped by Stalin, but this
statement nonetheless points in the direction of a
correct undersfanding of capitalist restoration in
the USSR.
What are . the objective conditions for the
restoration. of capital ism ?

But this struggle is not primarily an abstract
struggle against "self ishness", a process that
mainty occurs in people's heads. Bourgeois
ideology under socialism f inds concrete expression in education which divorces theory from
practice, and in art which centers around and
subtly or even overtly upholds the old exploiting
classes and glorifies the reactionary values of the
past instead of showing the struggles and
achievements of working people hnd popularizing socialist v4lues. And bourgeois ideology is
manifested in bureaucratic methods in government and economic rmanagemerit which suppress
the initiative of'the masses. The slogan "let the
expertS decide" onty strengthens the

and prod.uction relations are not some
metaphysical notion but actual relationships

,

bourgeoisie

The main struggle against bourgeois ideology
takes place in concrete struggles to replace these
old ideas and methods'with proletarian ideology
(which is based on'principles of cooperation,
equality and hatred of exploitation and reliance on

We have already mentioned the fact ,that
capitalist relations have not been completely
replaced by speoifically socjalist relations of production jn any country where the dictatorship of
the proletariat has come to power. This means
that the economic 6asis of capitalism continues
to exist, since as Engels says in Anti-Duhring, "the
value form of products . . . already contains in embryo the whole capitalist form of production, the
antagonism between capitalists and wage workers,
the industrial'reserve army, crises." :r
Bourgeois ideology can't exist in a vacuum,

between people and classes. The presence of
these subjective and objective conditions for the
restoration of capitalism in a socialist country indicate that bourgeois or potentially. bourgeois
groups also continue to exist there.
ln the Soviet Union we can distinguish several
groups which formed the main basis for capitalist
restoration.
First, the riCh peasants or kulaks. Until
agriculture was collectivized, the rich peasants
were able to exploit landless villagers as tenants
or wage-laborers. They tried to use their control
gver the production of food to blackmail the
urban proletariat into ever more concessions
which would have-strengthened private property
and private trade.' ln the early years of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the Soviet Union,
Lenin ranked the kulaks (rural bourgeoisie) with
the imperialists as the main forces of capitalist
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iestoration. He pointed out that agri'culturb itself,
in a very backward state, marked by individualized peasant production, would continue
to provide soil for capitalism since "small pro-

duction engenders capitalism and

the
bourgeoisie continuously, daily, hourly, spontaneously and on a mass scale."::And even after
the breaking' up of the kulak class in the late
1,920s, many managed to worm their way into
positions of authority in the collective farms
where they continued to push the line of private
over social interest, pitting the collective against
the state.

Secondly, the managers and technicians and
other "profesSionals", intellectuals and mental
workers. Though nominally employed by the
workers' state, the managers came to see the enterprise they directed as their own personal property, and to lord it over the workers. Similarly,
the technicians and others in like positions, even
many from working class families (like Brezhnev),
thought their expertise entitled them to special
consideration and privileges. As we have seen,
they often refused to draw upon thd experiences
of the workers to solve technical problems.
These groups constituted the main socra/ base

for the restoration of capitalism, which could

never be carried out by a few people, even the
most strategically placed and influential leaders,
without such a social base. But while these
groups may have formed the social base-that is,
while their objective position made these strata
most open to bourgeois inf luences-it is important
to distinguish between them and the top
bureaucrats in the Party and state apparatus, who
are the only ones in a position to lead society back
down the capitalist road, and to actually organize
production along capitalist lines. Such Party and
state officials who themgelves depart from Marxism-Leninism and adopt the class stand and world
outlook of the bourgeoisie, use the lower, "intermediate strata" as their social base, promote
their privileges and tendencies to bourgeois
ideology, and.use them to stif le the initiative of the
workinq class.

The genuine communists in the leadership of
the Party and state, who adhere to Marxism-

Leninism, basing themselves on the class stand
and world outlook of the proletariat, maintain ties
with and rely on the working class and the
masses of working people as their social base, as
the only force capable of pushing forward the
difficult struggle along tfe socialist road. From
this standpoint,,the genuine Marxist-Leninist
'leaders rally the'masses to supervise, criticize
and win over the intermediate strata, struggling
against their bourgeois tendencies. and step by
step overcoming their privileges to unite with
them in taking the socialist road.
For all these reasons, there rs fierce strugEle
continually at the top ranks of the Party, between
those taking the socialist and capitalist roads.
This is part of the overall struggle within socialist

society betwedn the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, but is also the sharpest focus of this
struggle. This is why Mao Tsetung h'as summed
up--{coth from the experience of the Soviet
Union and China (as well as othqr socialist countries today|-that the main focus of the class
struEgle under socialism is within the Party itself
and particularly in its top ranks, and that the
target of the proletariat in this struggle is the
"handful of capitalist roaders" who repeatedly

emerge, especially within

the top

Party"

leadership.

Such top bourgeois careerists are especially
well placed to restore capitalism relativbly blood-'
lessly because of state ownership of the means
of production and the Party's control over the
work of the state and enterprises. Some of these
people are out and out opportunists. Others
started out with a sincere attitude toward serving
the people but became isolated from the masses
as they rose to the top. Their past successes
made them Smug and they became infected b,y,
We can see from all this that under the dictatorship of the proletariat, the question of
"which class shall rule" is not closed. lt is in-

evitable that bourgeois forces arise and either try
to restore private property, or to tuin the social
property of the working class into the collective
property of a new.state bourgeoisie, Their success, however. is not inevitable.
As Mao Tsetung has summarized'. "Socialist
society covers a considerably long histqrical
period. ln the historical period of socialism, there
are still classes, class contradictions and class
struggle, there/ is the struggle between the
socialist road and the capitalist road, and there is
the danger of capitalist restoration. Our instruments of dictatorshrp must be strengthened, not
weakened."
For the proletariat- to maintain state power and
completely transform the relations of production,
it must wage the most resolute struggle not only
against bourgeois groups but also against
bourgeois ideas among the masses of the people.

And in this "struggle between the socialist
road and the capitalist road", the relationship
between the Party and the masses is decisive.
The tasks of the socialist period cannot be accomplished by Party members working in isolation from the masses. "lt is the' masses alone
who make history", and the Party must arm them
with the scientific understanding that enables
them to carry out th-e historic role of the proletariat consciously, and unleashes their creative
power in aqhieving this \ask. By keeping in constant touch with the needs and aspirations of the
masses, and by educating them in MarxismLeninism (which is nothing but the scientific
summing up of the struggles of all oppressed
classes throughout history, according to the
world outlook of the proletariat, the r/ro$t advanced and revolutionary class in history), the'
Party helps the masses fight for themselves.-for

,
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a new culturp, new relations of riroduction and to
maintain and strengthen the dictatorship .of the
proletariat as a true instrument of the masses.
The key role of the Party comes into even
sharper focus when we see that in the Soviet
Union and other revisionist countries, it was only

"seizing' the fortress from within" that
capitalism could be restored. lt was high Party
off icials-led by Khrushchev, Brezhnev. and
Kosygirr-rvho subverted the dictatorship of the
proletariat and established themselves as a new
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